What am I?

Vowel Focus: short a
Sight Words used: a, am, I, what
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I am a hat.
I am a cat.
I am a dad.
I am a pad.
I am a fan.
I am a van.
I am a cap.
I am a map.
Can you read these short a words?

| bag  | wag | bat  | cat  | cab  | dad  | pad  | sad  | fan  | van  | gap  | map  | nap  | tap  | ham  | jam  | yam  |
|------|-----|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|
|      |     |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |

Can you think of other words with the short a sound?